
Tips for Trade when filing EPA Vehicles and Engines 
 
Contact to determine if you need to file a V&E Declaration 
 
If you are not certain on when to file a V&E declaration (formerly the forms 3520-1 (onroad) and 3520-
21 (nonroad), please check with the V&E hotline. 
 
Imports@epa.gov 
734-214-4100 
 
Disclaiming if you do not need to file 
 
If you do not need to file a V&E Declaration you can disclaim using the disclaim code  
 
A = product is not regulated by this agency  
 
Disclaiming if you cannot file electronically using the PGA Message Set 
 
If you cannot file the PGA message set for the V&E Declaration (i.e., completing screens in your entry 
software) you will need to complete a paper declaration that is either scanned as an image an uploaded 
to DIS or provided as paper with the shipment.  When you do this you will need to disclaim using one of 
the following codes: 
 
C = data filed through other agency means (uploading to the document image system (DIS)) 
D = data filed through paper 

Filing Tips 
 

 Have the Test Group/Engine Family Name from the label (LPCO Field) -this is the key information 
that shows an vehicle or engine has been certified and can be imported. 

o Make sure it is correctly formatted – include periods or dashes 
o For information on finding the label, please see : http://www.epa.gov/importing-

vehicles-and-engines/locating-vehicle-emissions-label 

 Proper Entity Role Codes based on Document ID and Import Code (IM, MF, CI, DFP, STL) 

 Verify the correct VIN, Serial Number, or Engine Number is provided. 

 Form 3520-21 requires a minimum of one (1) PG10 record with a “V05” commodity qualifier 
code.  The V05 Commodity Qualifier Code when used in conjunction with an appropriate 
Commodity Characteristic Qualifier is used to report the “location” of the manufacture date in 
the Commodity Characteristic Qualifier element, and not the actual date, which is collected on 
the PG07. 
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